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Highlights social causes and 
politics through fashion and art. 

We believe in intersectionality, 
feminism, sustainability, hope, 

and the power of imagery. 

Be on the POSITIVE 
side of history!



What We Do
Jejune Magazine covers content such as: 

social and political causes, promoting 
the heroes of our time, sustainable fashion, 

eco-friendly beauty, healthy living, 
and many more topics.

Jejune Magazine was founded by 
Kira Bucca, Editor in Chief 

www.jejunemagazine.com
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https://www.kirabucca.com
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We use imagery and fashion to feature influential people and cover controversial issues in a beautiful way.

Fashion Editorials



This section features designer brands that support a cause, and/or charity.  So far Jejune Magazine has included: 
Eileen Fisher, Jonathan Simkhai, Filson, Francesca Libertore, John Paul Ataker, and many more designers.

Style With A Voice



This section feature beauty products and spas that are made in a healthy and natural way.

Beauty With A Voice



Jejune recently added this section to highlight the “influencer” trend and present them with their activist quality.  
We have featured thus far, the First Lady of Belize, Body-Positive, and Sustainable Influencers.  More to come soon…

Influencer With A Voice



Jejune features a Wellness section to promote healthy living.   
We feature reviews on restaurants, traveling vegan, health, being physical, and living an active lifestyle.

Wellness



Jejune hosts an Art section that supports various causes.  Currently, we have Vegan comics
to support animal rights,  Confetti to show positivity and joy, poetry by the LGBTQ

 community, Cancer, Poor air quality, and Gray Is the New Black, to name a few.

Art



Jejune covers an array of topics done with a positive message.  Here are a few examples.

Check out the all women 
photography agency, Trove. 
The photography industry is 

considered to be a male-dominated 
one but Trove’s owner, Amy 

Cooper wants to change that.

Articles

We all experience judgement 
through our years, no matter who 
we are. Carre Otis reflects on her 
experiences with others, and how 

she has grown into a strong 
confident happy woman, and Jejune 

loves her all the more for it! 

The strange and wonderful animals 
on the Galapagos Islands could 
evolve to live there, but will they 

survive the next century of climate 
change? Learn about how the 

people of Ecuador are fighting to 
keep these magical islands alive, 

starting with banning plastic! 

https://static1.squarespace.com/sta
tic/5a678b247131a5f7e3269988/t/5
c46043203ce64e2d213e426/15480
92489272/DLR_3461.jpg?format=7
50w



Our People

● Age range: 18-35
● 50/50 female & male
● Key regions: New York, Los Angeles, San 

Francisco, Miami, Houston, London, 
Toronto, Milan, Sydney, Lisbon

● Interests: art, fashion, lifestyle, politics, 
and social issues 

@jejunemagazine

@jejunemag

@jejunemag

The Jejune Audience
We speak to socially-aware individuals who love fashion, art, and beauty as much as we do.

https://www.facebook.com/jejunemagazine/
https://www.instagram.com/jejunemag/
https://twitter.com/jejunemag


Our audience has been steadily been increasing, our current stats are:

● 18.6k unique visits per year

● 20.5k visits per year

Our Current Stats
Look out for our latest feature every Monday and Thursday, with a cover piece once a month.

● 30.1k page views per year

● 168% growth over the last year



Join Us
For partnerships, advertising, and features, get in touch: JejuneMagazine@gmail.com


